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This Union notes: 
 
There are no cold water outlets for students on the 3

rd
 floor of the Atrium throughout the original 

building or the new build. Before the new build there was a sink, boiling water tank and a cold tap 
in the area outside of the toilets that was available to students, but this area has been removed in 
favour of opening the hallway. There were no facilities of this kind on other floors beyond a staff 
kitchen on the fourth floor, which was out of access to students.  
The current problems with the Atrium’s ventilation and air conditioning have exacerbated the issue of 
water in particular, with students needing to leave the room regularly to seek refreshment or fresh 
air. We have also experienced issues with the windows being permanently locked, and design faults 
in the blinds meaning we cannot open the window hatches to allow in any air flow, which increases 
the need for water for refreshment. 

 
Current options to get cold water involve using a single water fountain on the ground floor across 
the Atrium, or to buy one from the café or vending machines, also on the ground floor. 
 
 
Students have no kitchen facilities to use on any floor that is open to all students, meaning 
students will either buy food on campus or in the city, or bring in precooked meals.  
Current university scheduling updates that means students have contact time grouped together rather 

than spread across the week as before, and experience more full-days in the university which leads to 

needing to have meal breaks. For students who live further away from campus, there is no option to return 

home for meals without missing lectures or workshops. There is also a charge on the use of cards under a 

minimum spend in the cafes on campus, making it more expensive to buy snacks. 

................................................................................................................................................. 
 

 

This Union believes: 
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This union believes that, in combination with the heating and ventilation issues experienced in 
the university campus, the current water facilities are too few and far between and it is causing 
detrimental harm to the students and their experience in university.  
It has caused fatigue, students leaving during lectures and guest talks in order to get numerous 
drinks or even splash water on their faces, students with crutches finding it difficult to get water due 
to the distance they have to go to get it, and numerous complaints to the reception about the issues. 

 

This union also believes that by not having kitchen facilities accessible to students it is causing 
unnecessary and expensive spending in order to spend a day in lectures. Students aren’t made of 
money, and buying food from the café, bar or Mingle can get very expensive given their price ranges 
and number of full days students spend in university now that the scheduling has changed to group 
contact hours together. The alternative of buying food elsewhere in the city does not offer much in 
the way of expense of convenience, and the alternative of bringing in food is not always practical, nor 
a nice experience, for many students who would need food to be refrigerated or heated in order for 
consumption. It is felt that by neglecting to offer facilities to students the university is making a it a 
necessity to buy expensive food from the university.  
It also believes that the range of food available for students with special dietary needs, whilst has 
been improved, is very limited, and by providing kitchen facilities such as a kettle and microwave this 
will enable students to have greater control and choice over the kinds of food they can afford and 
like to eat.  
................................................................................................................................................. 
 

 

This Union resolves: 
 

This union resolves that the University will implement water facilities on each floor of the university, 

and to implement kitchen facilities (sink, microwave, kettle) within the university so that students 

are able to microwave meals and have access to boiling water. 
 
It is understood that providing kitchen facilities on every floor may be impractical and costly, so 

suggests two kitchen areas, one on either side of the Atrium, so that students are able to 

easily access them. 
 
 

.................................................................................................................................................  
 
 
Amendments:  
Change motion to include provision across all campuses. 
 
Passed/Fell: Subject to amendment, motion Passed.  
 
Actioned by: President, VP Education & Welfare, Pontypridd, Mature Students’ Officer, Ponty 1, 
Ponty 2, Cardiff 1 & Cardiff 2 
Progress has been made with the Executive Director of Campus & Student services. This 

proposal will be included in their review, and the proposal from the University is to include a ‘Self 

Catering Station’ at University catering outlets. Result pending University review. President to 

carry forward. 

 

Deadline: March – Overdue – Extended to September 
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